Perceptual learning in flavour aversion conditioning.
In each of four experiments, rats drank a solution of saline or of lemon and saline shortly before receiving an injection of lithium chloride, and the generalization of the resulting aversion to sucrose or to lemon and sucrose was measured. There was little generalization from saline alone to sucrose alone, and prior exposure to the two solutions had no effect on their discriminability. An aversion conditioned to lemon-saline, however, did generalize to lemon-sucrose, and the extent of this generalization was substantially reduced by prior exposure to the two compound solutions. This perceptual learning effect was partly, but not entirely, attributable to the latent inhibition of the common element, lemon, produced by exposure to the two compounds: animals pre-exposed to lemon alone discriminated between lemon-saline and lemon-sucrose better than animals pre-exposed to saline and sucrose alone; but exposure to the three elements in isolation was not as effective as exposure to the two compound solutions in enhancing their discriminability. The final experiment established that one critical feature of compound pre-exposure is that it involves experience of saline and sucrose in the presence of the same common element. According to an associative theory of perceptual learning, this would result in the establishment of inhibitory associations between saline and sucrose, thus reducing generalization between the two compound solutions.